
 
 

March 18- March 31, 2006 
 
 
March 19: 
  Tens of Thousands Flock to the Center of Minsk to Contest Election Results 

Immediately after the presidential poll was closed, between 10,000 and 20,000 people gathered on October Square in 
Minsk. They were kept under close guard by hundreds of security forces personnel. 
EUObserver| No violence in Belarus Election Protests

 
March 20: 
  Lukashenka Declared Winner of Presidential Elections with 82.6% of the Vote  

Central Election Commission chief Lidziya Yarmoshyna reported that Lukashenka scored a decisive victory in an election 
where participation was said to be at 93%. While election observers from Russia consider the elections to be fairly held, 
OSCE and other western observers contest the democratic legitimacy of the vote.  
RFE/RL| Lukashenka Declared Winner of Belarus Vote  

 
  West Calls Election Results Fraudulent 

The U.S. and EU governments have released statements rejecting the legitimacy of Lukashenka’s victory. They refer to the 
OSCE preliminary report, which documents that the election “failed to meet OSCE commitments for democratic 
elections.”  
State.gov| Fraudulent Presidential Election in Belarus
OSCE| Statement of Preliminary Findings and Conclusions on the Presidential Election in Belarus

 
  Protestors Defy Cold and Camp Out on October Square  

The numbers of protestors dropped rapidly, though hundreds held out in what has turned into a tent camp on October 
Square.  
Charter97| Minsk, October Square, Struggle Continues 
RFE/RL| Belarus: Protests Appear to Lose Momentum Amid Arrests, Trials 
NYTimes| Protesters Charge Fraud in Belarus Presidential Vote
 

March 24: 
  October Square Cleared of Protesters on the Fifth Day of Demonstrations 

 in what was reported to be a 

s Protest Dispersed as Police Arrest Hundreds

Security Forces cleared tents and antigovernment protestors on the central square in Minsk
quick operation at three in the morning. All participants in the peaceful demonstration were arrested and transported to 
detention centers.  
NYTimes| Belaru  

  ussia Blames the West for Disorder on the Streets of Minsk 
Minsk, Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov 

 
R
In the first official reaction to the break up of peaceful demonstrations in 
blamed the OSCE for stirring discontent with biased reporting of election falsifications.    
RFE/RL| Russia Blames OSCE For Tensions in Belarus 
 
 

 

http://euobserver.com/?aid=21166
http://www.rferl.org/featuresarticle/2006/3/6EEE389A-5F6A-418E-AADD-64B0676AC07C.html
http://www.state.gov/r/pa/prs/ps/2006/63445.htm
http://www.osce.org/documents/odihr/2006/03/18437_en.pdf
http://www.charter97.org/eng/news/2006/03/20
http://www.charter97.org/eng/news/2006/03/20
http://www.charter97.org/eng/news/2006/03/20
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/03/24/international/europe/24belarus.html?_r=2&oref=slogin&oref=slogin
http://www.rferl.org/featuresarticle/2006/3/0555E6D7-43DD-40CE-AA6C-81808A2B8BBA.html


 

  West Condemns Arrests; EU Restates Threat of Sanctions  
The OSCE called on Belarusian authorities to halt their persecution of opposition activists and release recently arrested 
protesters. In Brussels, the Czech republic led a group of eight countries calling for tougher sanctions on the Lukashenka 
regime. Lukashenka has “provided proof that he is a dictator and must be treated as such,” said Elmar Brok, chairperson 
of the committee for foreign policy in the European Parliament.   
EUObserver| Belarus Protestors Swept Away as EU Considers Sanctions
OSCE| OSCE Chairman Karel De Gucht Condemns Police Crackdown on Peaceful Demonstrators  
BBC| West to Put Sanctions on Belarus  
DW-world| Belarus Opposition Figure Seized

 
March 25: 
  Second Round of Demonstrations Ends in Mass Arrests 

Despite a strict ban on public protests, approximately 7000 opposition supporters rallied on the streets of Minsk on the 
anniversary of the declaration of independence of the short-lived Belarusian republic in 1918. Security forces intervened 
with increasing violence, beating and arresting up to 100 participants. Among the arrested was opposition leader 
Alyaksandr Kozulin.  
RFE/RL| Minsk March Ends in Violence, Arrests  
BBC NEWS| Belarus Protests Spark Clashes

 
  Opposition Proclaims Belarusian National Liberation Movement 

Alyaksandr Milinkevich has called for the creation of a united National Liberation Movement to fight for Freedom, Truth 
and Justice and for “free elections, without Lukashenka.” 
Charter97| Alyaksandr Milinkevich Proclaims Creation of Belarusian National Liberation Movement
 

March 29: 
Number o  f Arrests Nears 1000 
The overall number of detentions since the day of the election has reached 1000, according to lawyers and human rights 
activists. Several foreign journalists are reported to be among those held in special detention facilities. 
LATimes| Arrests Climb to 1,000 in Crackdown in Belarus Protesters 

 
March 30: 
  Gazprom Ready to Significantly Raise Gas Prices in Belarus 

as deliveries to Belarus are to be charged at 

ld Pay European Prices for Gas in 2007

Gazprom CEO Alexei Miller told a Belarusian delegation that Russian g
European prices by 2007. 
Interfax| Belarus Shou  

Kozulin Faces Criminal Charges for Leadership Role in Protests 
, faces charges of organizing group actions 

 
  

Alyaksandr Kozulin, arrested while leading a march toward a detention center
and hooliganism, which could carry six years in prison, Belarus' federal prosecutor said.  
NYTimes| Belarus Plans to Charge Defeated Candidate Who Led Protest 

 
arch 31:M  

s Trip to Poland, Milinkevich to be Greeted in Austria 
ed the future of EU support for opposition 

 
 

usian Students

  After Hi
During a visit to Poland, Opposition Leader Alyaksandr Milinkevich discuss
forces in Belarus. In an unprecedented decision, Warsaw took concrete steps to admit expelled Belarusian students to its
state universities. Milinkevich is scheduled to meet with Austrian Chancellor Wolfgang Schuessel on Monday to enlist the
European Union's support for a strong follow-up. 
Charter97| Poland to Admit Expelled Belar  

naReuters| Belarus Protest Leader to Seek EU Backing in Vien
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Stage and Politics in Belarus 

By Alina Tourkova and Franziska Weller 
 

With the end of the Belarusian elections, and the suppression of a series of protests that have followed 
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ction, Belarusian politics have entered a new chapter. This is Act 2 of the saga of Belarus’ struggle 
against oppression, force, and violence. During Act 1, the pre-election phase, the embryonic democratic 
forces of Belarus were the leading protagonists. Since the election, the well-established international pow
have taken the stage; the European Union, United States, and Russia. The conflict that is to be played out on 
the international stage is not a localized struggle of a few thousand people against their government, but a 
showdown of the international gurus on the backdrop of strategic interests and alliances. 
 Despite the opposition’s undying domestic efforts to support its “National Liberatio
coined by Alyaksandr Milinkevich, this new phase highlights the role of international players in Belarusian 
politics. Undoubtedly, over the last twelve years the Lukashenka government has enjoyed a level of relative 
economic stability, a phenomenon that has been widely regarded as a byproduct of Russia’s supply of 
natural gas at subsidized prices.  Continual contact between the two leaders and the creation of a Belaru
Russia union have further demonstrated Russia’s strategic interests in maintaining a leading position in 
Belarusian political developments. On the Western side of the spectrum, the European Union, Belarus’ “n
neighbor” and major trade partner, has emerged as a strong political player. The United States dominates the 
third spotlight, as the champion of democracy and freedom across the world. 
 Although little change in the character of the EU and U.S. policies towar
would argue that Russia is going through an extensive process of self-development and character formation
Moscow desires to regain the international recognition it once held, while continuing to face growing 
criticism of its anti-democratic social and economic policies. Internal conflicts in the North Caucasus re
as well oppressive policies toward independent media and regional elections, have led many to question 
Russia’s true commitment to democracy and its place among major international powers. Russia will soon
chair the G8 as well as the Committee of Ministers in the Council of Europe. Russia’s role in the Belarusian 
elections thus seems to be incongruent with Western values of freedom and democracy, and of course, the 
right to free and fair elections.  
 However, things are not 
Gazprom CEO Alexei Miller has recently announced Russia’s readiness to charge European prices for its ga
deliveries to Belarus, a move that can be interpreted as a sign of Russia’s decreasing support for Lukashenka 
and his government.  What does this mean in the international context, and what does this mean for Belarus? 
Is Russia finally demonstrating a true commitment to join the West in its mission to personal and civil 
freedoms, or is this another PR campaign ahead of the G8 and COE presidency? Has the recognition of
a key international player become a worthy reward for letting go of imperialistic tendencies in the post-Soviet
space, or is Lukashenka simply too hard to manage, and a more compliant dictator will be recruited soon?  

Russia’s true intentions remain unclear, but the international community should remain watchful of 
tical development in Moscow’s foreign policy, as well as its democratic aspirations. Western 

governments must voice a clear message of approval of Russia’s democratic efforts in the evolution 
Russia’s policies. Russia must be encouraged to actively support and implement agreements that it is p
under the Council of Europe, including the European Convention on Human Rights. It is the responsibility of 
the international community to continue to urge Russia to pursue policies that are consistent with universal 
values and thus preserve the integrity of international institutions such as G8 and the Council of Europe. Thi
is the most effective way to continue the spread of democracy, and to directly help those burgeoning efforts 
in Belarus.  Keeping the spotlight on the politics of Eastern Europe will sustain Belarusian and international 
democratic forces.  
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